GET INFO
Free two-WEEK
COFFEE TRIAL
[image: ]Fill out the form to learn more about our "Coffee as a Service" model and free trial!










FREE TWO-WEEK
COFFEE TRIAL
Fill out the form to learn more about our "Coffee as a Service" model and our free trial!
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NamePHONEEmailCompanyCitySTATESelect one...

Company SizeSelect one...
1 - 5 Employees
6 - 20 employees
21 - 50 employees
51 - 100 employees
100+ employees


[image: ]THANK YOU!
Your inquiry has been received!
Look out for a call or email from us. looking forward to speaking with you!
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Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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CHANGING How Coffee
Is Experienced In The Office
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Tired of The Same Old Boring Coffee Options?
we’re changing the way companies experience coffee in the workplace.
Try Our Premium, Fully-Automated Espresso Coffee Machines Free Today — and Experience The Difference. The Game-changer you’ve been waiting for...


3 Reasons to Join the Xpresso Delight Coffee Community
1
Total Premium Office Coffee Solution


2
100% Arabica Coffee Blend


3
A Simple Model, just Pay-Per-Cup





Try Our Unique Premium “Coffee As A Service” Risk-Free Today
Change can be hard — that's why we offer our full service totally risk-fREE. Get your free coffee trial now.
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Coffee is Supposed to Improve Work Productivity — It Often Doesn't
Office Coffee Is Simply Broken.


“We all know that office coffee still needs improving. While café quality coffee is becoming the norm, it still is not readily available in most offices. Employees are still doing coffee runs to get their coffee hit costing companies time and lost productivity. The solution to premium espresso coffee at work as always is Xpresso Delight”
[image: ]Stephen Spitz
Co-Founder, Xpresso Delight
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Many solutions
are too slow, either to
prepare, pour, or clean.
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Capsule machines are
not fresh and are not great
for the environment

[image: ]
Many automatic espresso
machines are too expensive and use
low-quality powdered milk

[image: ]
Lack of quality and choice
causes "Coffee Runs",
lowering productivity




We saw an industry ripe for disruption, so we did it.
And here's how.




our solution
Businesses Love Our Magic Formula

-
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Innovative
Automated Coffee
Machines


+
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100%
Arabica Coffee
Beans


+
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unique “Coffee
as a Service”
Model


=
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The
Xpresso Delight
Solution



Xpresso Delight is proud to disrupt the espresso coffee industry with our Coffee-as-a-Service model. We provide state-of-the-art Swiss made Coffee Machines and a proprietary 100% Arabica coffee bean blend. By providing a total solution, we deliver a superior, specialized service that our customers can’t get anywhere else.

-
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Swiss-Made Machines That Brew Every Café Favourite
You will Just Love Our Machines.


[image: ]	State-of-the-art Swiss technology
	Sleek design that fits the modern office
	Grinds fresh beans for each cup, no powders
	Automatically heats and froths fresh milk for each cup


More Than Just Espresso

[image: ]
macchiato

[image: ]
cappuccino

[image: ]
latte

[image: ]
flat white

[image: ]
Short Black

[image: ]
Long Black

....and many more!


FEATURE
COMPARISON
INSTANT
COFFEE
CAPSULE
MACHINES
XPRESSO
DELIGHT

Good for the Environment
✓
✕
✓

Beans Freshly Ground for Best Flavor
✕
✕
✓

Makes All the Cafe Favorites
✕
✕
✓

Easy & Fast with Minimal Upkeep
✓
✓
✓

No Machine Purchase Necessary
✓
✕
✓

Includes Fresh Steamed Milk
✕
✕
✓



-
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Our Premium Coffee Supply Chain Ensures Freshness & Quality
And You will Love The Taste.

Here's How We Do It.

[image: ]
Start By Importing 
the Best Beans
[image: ]
We start with 100% Arabica coffee beans from Brazil, Columbia and Papua New Guinea.


[image: ]
Roast Them 
Locally
[image: ]
Every week, we roast the beans locally in Australia and NZ to ensure absolute freshness.


[image: ]
Deliver Them FAST
TO BUSINESSES
[image: ]
After roasting, we deliver directly to your office, straight from the roaster.


Grind & Brew fresh
for each cup
[image: ]
Beans are ground fresh for each individual cup. No filters, no capsules. Its great for the environment and your taste buds.




[image: ]Eco-friendly Facts

Discover How Xpresso Delight Can Help You Go Greener
The environment has become an important and defining issue in our time. Our high-quality automatic espresso coffee machines help you decrease your footprint.
[image: ]
Waste
Reduction
Xpresso Delight uses “bean-to-cup” machines. With no cartridges, capsules, or filters, we help you cut down on plastic and paper waste that ends up in landfills.


[image: ]
Energy
Conservation
Thanks to Energy Save Mode (ESM), our machines use up to 40% less energy and will switch to standby after a desire time has passed — lowering your electric bill and conserving energy resources.



[image: ]
Time
Management
Taking energy savings further, the machine uses a programmable Time Management System (TMS) to turn itself on and off. This ensures it's ready when you need it — and saving money when you don’t.
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Efficient
Design
With maximum energy efficiency and eco-friendliness in mind, the machine also uses an “in-line water heater” that quickly heats up water for each individual cup — rather than heating water all the time.






-
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The Coffee-as-a-Service Model That Is Disrupting The Industry
And You will Love how simple it is.
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Zero
Upfront Cost

[image: ]
No
Contracts

[image: ]
Weekly
Service

[image: ]
Simple Pay Per
Cup Model

[image: ]
two Week
Free Trial



Start Today
With Zero Risk



Our Service Guarantee
We Ensure Your Experience Is Easy And Enjoyable.
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Free
Weekly

Bean Delivery,
Cleaning, And Machine
Maintenance

[image: ]
Free
& fast

Trouble-shooting
If There’s Any Issue With
Your Machine

[image: ]
Free
& easy

Guaranteed
Machine Replacement
If It Can’t Be Fixed


To learn more, give us a call or fill
out the form on the right!
AUSTRALIA - 0438 563 885
NZ - 021 875 431

How to Make an Espresso Coffee in Around 30 Seconds




A 5 Star Report on Xpresso Delight’s Simple and Easy to Use System
,,

Customer Testimonial

At Skye Recruitment we are all big coffee drinkers and we love a great cup of coffee, with our office rapidly expanding we needed a coffee machine that could keep up with the demand but would also be hassle free for us. This is where Ashwin from Xpresso Delight North Lakes stepped in, we now have a coffee machine which consistently produces a wonderful cup of coffee.

The machine itself couldn't be easier to use and there is always a queue of staff in the morning desperate for that much needed first cup of the day. Any problems relating to the machine are quickly fixed and nothing is too much trouble for Ashwin. We always look forward to seeing her friendly face every Monday morning when she services the machine and Ashwin often arrives with morning tea as well, who can say no to perfect coffee and cupcakes? In summary we are extremely impressed with the service we receive from Ashwin and we expect our coffee consumption to just grow and grow.

Leanda Cant
Office Manager
Skye Recruitment
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What our RAVING fans are saying about the Xpresso Delight Solution
,,

Customer Testimonial

Sue from Xpresso Delight has been wonderful in providing us with assistance with our coffee machine. Sue is here every week to service and maintain the coffee machine. It is so easy to use and is very simple to fix if errors occur.

Considering the large number of staff we have, the Xpresso Delight machine is very dependable. We now have delicious tasting coffee that is made instantly with the Xpresso Delight machine.

Megan Andriske
Marketing Coordinator
Duncan Basheer Hannon
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How Xpresso Delight Increased Employee Productivity
,,

Customer Testimonial

We started looking at alternatives when our local mobile coffee van became unreliable. Whatever option we explored there were requirements that had to be included in the service delivery. These were: variety, excellent coffee, clean facilities and reliable service. It was decided that we try Xpresso Delight and have a coffee machine installed in our main lunchroom.

It has been in operation for over 4 months without any issues being experienced. The machine is user friendly, the coffee is fantastic and the after service has been excellent. The reports from our members have all been complimentary and as such, I have no difficulty to refer this business for your coffee needs.

Therese Matthews

Internal Parts Sales

Hitachi Construction Machinery
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100% FREE, two-WEEK TRIAL
WE'RE SO CONFIDENT YOU’LL LOVE IT, OUR OFFER IS UNBEATABLE!
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Free

Delivery &
Installation

[image: ]
Free

Coffee For two
Weeks! Why Not?!

[image: ]
Free


Removal If You
Decide It’s Not For You


To learn more, give us a call or fill
out the form on the right!
AUSTRALIA - 0438 563 885
NZ - 021 875 431
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Have Any Other
Questions?
Feel free to get in touch by calling,
or click GET INFO below
and fill out a contact form.
Feel free to get in touch by calling or
filling out the form on the right.
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To Learn More, Call
0438 563 885



Xpresso Delight Franchise Opportunities Available Now
Franchisee Login
PRIVACY POLICY
© Copyright and Terms 2019, Xpresso Delight Pty LIMITED
This website is the property of Xpresso Delight Pty LIMITED ACN 108122783 ("Xpresso Delight").

The user agrees that the use of the website and its content is governed solely by the law of the state of NSW. Any dispute which may arise from using accessing any part of the website shall be determined by the courts of New South Wales. If the website is to be used in other locations Xpresso Delight gives no assurance that the content is appropriate for use in these locations, where such content may be illegal.

All trademarks contained on the website which has been registered or protected by law, namely "Xpresso Delight" and the logos of "Xpresso Delight" and "Xpresso Delight products" are not permitted to be reproduced in any form without the prior written consent of Xpresso Delight. No user is permitted to frae or link the website without receiving Xpresso Delight's prior express written permission.

Any links provided on the Xpresso Delight website are only a reference for searching the internet and not an endorsement of those websites or goods and services that they describe. Xpresso Delight takes no responsibility for the operation and content of any such websites and the goods and services described therein.

While Xpresso Delight aims to provide accurate content on its website, errors may occur on the website and in its content. Xpresso Delight makes no representation on the accuracy or suitability for purpose of the content, website or product available on the website.

The Xpresso Delight website and its content is owned or licensed by Xpresso Delight unless otherwise indicated. The users of this website are permitted to view and print content from the website for the purpose of obtaining information regarding the services of Xpresso Delight as contained in the website. All other uses, including but not limited to, downloading, copying, reproduction, modification of website content is prohibited except with the express permission of Xpresso Delight.

Xpresso Delight will not be responsible for any loss including liability in tort or negligence or for any other common law or statutory damage, cost or expense incurred in connection with the use of the website and its content. If any warranties which are non-excludable by law are implied into these conditions, Xpresso Delights liability and responsibility in respect to the website and its content is limited to reproducing and re-supplying the relevant content or the reasonable cost of reproducing or re-supplying the relevant content, whichever Xpresso Delight elects to provide.

Xpresso Delight will not be liable for any loss of profit or any damages arising out of use of the website or its content.

If a user name or password is issued to the user for access to restricted areas within the website, the user acknowledges and agrees to Xpresso Delights right to terminate such access should the user be found to be in breach of these terms and conditions of use or, if Xpresso Delight has reasonable belief that you no longer require access to such restricted content.

The user agrees that any user name or password issued by Xpresso Delight is confidential, and that the user agrees to keep the user name and password confidential. Where the user believes that the user name or password has been disclosed to a third party, the user agrees to contact Xpresso Delight immediately with details of such a disclosure.

Xpresso Delight agrees to abide by its privacy policy for the use, storage and collection of personal information. The user agrees that in accessing the website and its content, it has read and understood the contents of this privacy policy and consented to its requirements.

Any user of this website acknowledges that they have read, agreed to and understood these terms and conditions of use.





Sorry!
Make your browser window wider
to see the goods
no landscape phone viewing
at the moment
(If you're on tablet, visit my site on a laptop, desktop, or phone)
Turn your phone back to portrait!
Or visit our site on a tablet, laptop, or desktop
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